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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
Science   AMI   Day   11  

The  first  case  of  COVID-19  in  Arkansas  was  reported  on  March  11,  2020  in Pine  Bluff ,                 
Jefferson  County .  As  of  March  22,  2020,  the Arkansas  Department  of  Health  (ADH)  has               
confirmed  165  positive  cases  of  coronavirus  in  the  state,  of  which  84  were  confirmed  by  the                 
ADH's  lab  and  81  by  private  commercial  labs.  Fill  in  the  remainder  of  the  table  each  day  this                   
week.  Use  the  space  to  the  right  of  the  chart  to  draw  a  line  graph  using  the  data  from  the                     
chart.  Don’t  forget  to  give  the  graph  a  title  and  to  label  each  axis.  Use  the  information  to                   
answer   the   questions   below.   
 
  COVID-19   CASES   in   ARKANSAS  

March   11  1  

March   15  16  

March   18  37  

March   20  100  

March   22  165  

April   6   

April   7   

April   8   

April   9   

April   10   
 

1. Does   the   spread   of   COVID-19   seem   to   be   slowing   down?   ______________  
2. How   does   the   total   number   of   cases   on   April   10th   compare   to   those   from   April  

9th?   Use   data   from   the   chart   to   support   your   answer.  
________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________  

3. Describe   the   total   number   of   cases   on   April   10th   to   the   total   on   March   22.   Use  
data   from   the   chart   to   support   your   answer.  
________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________  

4. What   source(s)   did   you   use   to   find   your   data   each   day?  
________________________________________________________________  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pine_Bluff,_Arkansas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jefferson_County,_Arkansas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arkansas_Department_of_Health


NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
SCIENCE   AMI   DAY   12   

  Are   Viruses   Alive?  
The  secret  agent  snuck  around  the  corner  into  a  dark  shadow.  He  couldn’t  risk  being                
detected.  He  needed  to  sneak  into  the  building  before  he  was  seen.  Once  inside  the  building,                 
he   would   have   access   to   the   computers   that   control   everything!   
 
This  may  read  like  a  spy  novel  or  movie  script,  but  it  also  can  describe  events  that  happen  inside                    
your  own  body!  The  secret  agent  acts  very  much  like  a  virus  invading  an  organism.  A  virus  is  a                    
small,  nonliving  particle  that  invades  and  then  reproduces  inside  a  living  cell.  Biologists  consider               
viruses  to  be  nonliving  because  viruses  are  not  cells.  Viruses  technically  do  not  do  all  of  the  six  traits                    
of  a  living  organism  (like  growing,  using  food,  producing  wastes,  responding  to  the  environment,  etc).                
However,  the  process  of  how  a  virus  infects  cells  and  reproduces  is  an  interesting  one  that  makes                  
some  people  argue  that  a  virus  should  be  considered  a  living  organism!  Viruses  can  only  multiply                 
when  they  are  inside  a  living  cell.  The  organism  that  a  virus  enters  and  multiplies  inside  of  is  called  a                     
host.  A  host  is  a  living  thing  that  provides  a  source  of  energy  for  a  virus  or  organism.  Organisms  that                     
live  on  or  in  a  host  and  cause  harm  are  called  parasites.  Viruses  act  like  parasites  because  they                   
destroy  the  cells  in  which  they  multiply.  After  a  virus  attaches  to  a  cell,  it  enters  the  cell.  Once  inside,                     
the  virus’  genetic  material  takes  over  the  cell’s  functions.  The  genetic  material  directs  the  cell  to                 
produce  the  virus’  proteins  and  genetic  material.  These  proteins  are  then  assembled  into  new               
viruses,  which  burst  from  the  cell  and  go  in  search  of  more  host  cells!  This  means  that  the  host  cell                     
has  been  tricked  into  stopping  its  usual  activities,  and  is  now  using  all  of  its  energy  to  make  more                    
viruses  which  will  then  continue  the  infection  process!  No  organisms  are  safe  from  viruses.  Viruses                
can  infect  organisms  in  all  6  kingdoms.  Bacteria  can  get  viruses  too!  Each  virus,  however,  can  enter                  
or  infect  only  a  few  types  of  cells  in  a  few  types  of  species.  For  example,  most  cold  viruses  only                     
infect   cells   in   the   nose   and   throat   of   most   humans.  
 
Are   viruses   alive?   Use   the   chart   below   to   describe   whether   viruses   do   each   of   the   named  
traits   of   a   living   organism.   When   you   are   done,   write   your   opinion   about   whether   viruses  
should   be   classified   as   living   organisms   or   not.  

 

  Is   it   made   up   of   cells?  Uses   food,   produces   waste?  

  Reproduces?    Adapted   to   the   environment?   

  Responds   to   stimuli?  Grows   and   develops?  

 
  In   your   opinion,   should   viruses   be   classified   as   living   or   nonliving?   Be   sure   to   use   evidence   from   the  
above   chart   in   your   answer.  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
Science   AMI   Day   13  

The   following   data   shows   the   number   of   Covid-19   cases   in   the   five   countries   listed  
below   as   of   Sunday,   March   22,   2020.   Use   the   information   in   the   table   to   answer   the  
following   questions.  
 

Country  Total  
Cases  

New  
Cases  

Total   
Deaths  

New  
Deaths  

Total  
Recovered  

Active  
Cases  

Total   Cases/  
Per   1   million  
people  

China  81,054  +46  3,261  +6  72,440  5,353  56  

Italy  59,138  +5,560  5,476  +651  7,024  46,638  978  

USA  32,356  +8,149  414  +112  178  31,764  98  

Spain  28,603  +3,107  1,756  +375  2,125  24,722  612  

Germany  24,852  +2,488  94  +10  266  24,492  297  

 
1. Which   country   has   the   highest   number   of   total   cases?  

2. Which   country   has   the   highest   number   of   total   cases   per   1   million   people?   

3. What   can   you   infer   from   your   answers   from   the   first   two   questions?   

4. Which   country   has   the   lowest   number   of   cases   per   million   people?   

5. Which   country   has   the   lowest   number   of   cases?   

6. In   your   opinion,   which   number   is   more   accurate   in   showing   the   concentration   of  

cases   in   each   country?   Explain   
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https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/china/
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/italy/
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/us/
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/spain/
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/germany/


NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
Science   AMI   Day   14  

 
1. What   is   a   natural   disaster?  

 
2. When   an   infectious   disease   spreads   uncontrollably,   and   causes   many   deaths   it  

is   called   a   _____________________.  
 

3. List   3   ways   natural   disasters   occur.   ___________________________________  
 

4. Give   two   examples   of   a   pestilence.   ___________________________________  
 

5. Does   Covid-19   qualify   as   a   natural   disaster?   Explain  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
Science   AMI   Day   15  

Coronavirus   (COVID-19)   Pandemic  
March  11,  2020  -  The  Coronavirus  is  now  a  Pandemic  that  has  reached  the  United  States.  A                  
pandemic  is  when  a  disease  is  all  over  the  world.  So  many  people  travel  it  can  be  difficult  to  stop                     
viruses  from  spreading.  This  virus  is  believed  to  have  begun  in  China  late  last  year.  It  is  thought  to                    
have  transmitted  from  animals  to  humans.  Current  research  shows  that  the  virus  started  in  bats.  It                 
then  jumped  to  either  pangolins  or  snakes.  These  animals  are  all  sold  at  what  they  call  wet  markets                   
in   China.   The   virus   then   mutated   so   a   human   might   catch   it.  

 China  and  Italy  have  quarantined  millions  of  people.  They  are  hoping  this  will  help  to  stop  the                   
spread  of  the  virus.  The  symptoms  of  the  Coronavirus,  also  called  COVID-19,  are  a  fever  and  cough.                  
Sometimes  the  cough  can  be  serious,  and  lungs  can  fill  with  fluid.  That  is  why  this  virus  is  of  concern                     
to  the  elderly.  They  might  not  be  strong  enough  to  fight  it  off.  Right  now  health  officials  think  the                    
death   rate   for   those   who   get   the   Coronavirus   is   about   3   percent.  

 In  1918  the  Spanish  flu  killed  about  50  million  people.  Health  officials  are  working  hard  to  make                   
sure  history  doesn’t  repeat  itself.  Because  the  symptoms  tend  to  be  mild,  people  may  not  know  they                  
have  it.  This  allows  the  virus  to  spread  easily.  When  someone  with  the  Coronavirus  coughs,  little                 
droplets  containing  the  virus  spray  into  the  air.  If  someone  else  inhales  these  tiny  droplets,  they                 
might  get  the  virus.  Viral  droplets  get  on  a  patient’s  hands  when  they  touch  their  eyes,  nose  or                   
mouth.  Whatever  their  hands  touch  will  then  carry  the  virus.  This  is  why  hand  washing  and  trying  not                   
to   touch   your   face   is   important.   

 Every  city  is  treating  the  virus  differently  right  now  as  it  has  begun  to  pop  up  in  the  United  States.                      
Some  cities  are  cancelling  school  and  large  events.  People  should  make  sure  if  they  don’t  feel  well                  
to   stay   home   and   call   their   doctor   to   see   what   to   do   next.  

 
1. The   Coronavirus   is   now   a   _____________________   that   has   reached   the   United  

States.  
2. The   virus   is   ____________________   to   have   begun   in   China   late   last   year.  
3. Current   research   shows   that   the   ______________________   started   in   bats.  
4.   The   symptoms   of   the   Coronavirus,   also   called   COVID-19   are   a   _______________  

and   _____________________.  
5. This   is   why   the   virus   is   of   concern   to   the   _______________________.  
6.   In   1918   the   _________________   flu   killed   about   50   million   people.  
7. When   someone   with   the   Coronavirus   coughs,   little   _____________   containing   the  

virus   _____________________   into   the   air.  
8. This   is   why   hand   washing   and   trying   not   to   touch   your   ____________________   is  

important.  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
 

World   Geography   Day   11:   Countries   Affected   by   Covid-19   
Directions:   Use   the   chart   to   color/shade   in   the   top   10   affected   countries   in   the   world.   These   numbers  
are   as   of   3/22/20.   
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
 

World   Geography   Day   11   (continued):   Population   Density   in   Areas   Affected   by  
Covid-19  

Directions:   View   the   population   density   map   and   answer   the   following   questions.   
For   more   info:    https://www.census.gov/popclock/world/ch   
 

      Population   Density   of   China 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Define   population   density.  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________  

2. Which   areas   (north,   east,   south,   or   west)   of   China   have   the   largest   populations?  
__________________________________________________________________________  

3. How   does   population   density   affect   the   spreading   of   viruses?  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________  
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https://www.census.gov/popclock/world/ch


NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
 

World   Geography   Day   12:   Compare   and   Contrast   Populations   Affected   by   Covid-19  
Directions:   Use   the   chart   to   answer   the   following   questions.   These   numbers   are   as   of   3/20/20.   
For   more   info:    https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/#countries     and  
https://www.census.gov/popclock/world  

  
 

Country  China  Italy  United   States  

Total   Number   of   Cases  
(currently)  

80,967  47,021  16,624  

Number   of   Cases   per  
1   Million   People  
(currently)   

56  778  50  

Total   Population  1.4   Billion        62.3   Million  329   Million  

Population   Density  
(people   per   sq.   km)  

149  211.9   35  

Average   Age   of  
Population   

38   years  46   years  38   years  

 
1. Which   country   has   the   smallest   population?   ___________________________  
2. Which   country   has   the   largest   population?   ____________________________  
3. Which   country   currently   has   the   most   cases   of   Covid-19?   ________________  
4. Which   country   has   the   highest   population   density?   _____________________  
5. Which   country   has   the   oldest   population?   __________________________  
6. Which   country   has   the   most   cases   per   one   million   people?   _______________  
7. Which   two   countries   have   the   same   average   age   of   their   populations?  

____________________   and   _____________________  
8. How   has   the   population   density   in   Italy   affected   the   number   of   cases   they   have?  

__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________  

9. How   might   older   populations   be   affected   by   Covid-19?   Are   elderly   people   more   likely   to  
contract   the   virus?   Why?  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________  
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https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/#countries
https://www.census.gov/popclock/world


NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
 

World   Geography   Day   13:   Population   Density   in   the   United   States  
Directions:   View   the   population   density   map   and   answer   the   following   questions.   
For   more   info:    https://www.statista.com/chart/20978/coronavirus-cases-us-map/   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Name   3   states   are   more   likely   to   have   high   numbers   of   confirmed   Covid-19   cases   due   to  
population   density.  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________  

2. Name   3   states   that   might   have   a   lower   risk   of   having   high   numbers   of   Covid-19   cases   due   to  
population   density.  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________  

3. Based   on   the   map   above,   which   2   areas   of   Arkansas   (north,   south,   east,   west,   central,  
northwest,   southeast,   etc.)   are   more   likely   to   see   higher   numbers   of   Covid-19   cases?  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________  

4. What   is   social   distancing   and   how   is   it   being   used   in   the   United   States   to   combat   the   spread  
of   Covid-19?  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________  
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https://www.statista.com/chart/20978/coronavirus-cases-us-map/


NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
 

World   Geography   Day   14:   Government   Responses   to   Covid-19  
Directions:   Read   the   statement   by   President   Trump   and   answer   the   following   questions.   
To   view   the   whole   speech:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eECiwwMJVTQ   
 
THE   PRESIDENT:    Thank   you   very   much.    Thank   you.    So,   I’m   glad   to   see   that   you’re   practicing   social   distancing.    That  
looks   very   nice.    It’s   very   good.   I   want   to   thank   everybody   for   being   here   today.    This   morning   I   spoke   with   the   leaders   of  
the   G7   —   G7   nations   —   and   they   really   had   a   good   meeting.    I   think   it   was   a   very,   very   productive   meeting.    I   also   spoke  
with   our   nation’s   governors.This   afternoon,   we’re   announcing   new   guidelines   for   every   American   to   follow   over   the   next  
15   days   as   we   combat   the   virus.    Each   and   every   one   of   us   has   a   critical   role   to   play   in   stopping   the   spread   and  
transmission   of   the   virus.    We   did   this   today,   and   this   was   done   by   a   lot   of   very   talented   people,   some   of   whom   are  
standing   with   me.    And   that’s   available.    And   Dr.   Birx   will   be   speaking   about   that   in   just   a   few   minutes.   It’s   important   for  
the   young   and   healthy   people   to   understand   that   while   they   may   experience   milder   symptoms,   they   can   easily   spread   this  
virus,   and   they   will   spread   it   indeed,   putting   countless   others   in   harm’s   way.    We   especially   worry   about   our   senior  
citizens.The   White   House   Task   Force   meets   every   day   and   continually   updates   guidelines   based   on   the   fast-evolving  
situation   that   this   has   become   all   over   the   world.    It’s   all   over   the   world.    It’s   incredible   what’s   happened   in   such   a   short  
period   of   time.On   the   guidelines   of   the   task   force,   the   new   modeling   conducted   by   Dr.   Birx,   and   our   consultation   with  
governors,   we’ve   made   the   decision   to   further   toughen   the   guidelines   and   blunt   the   infection   now.    We’d   much   rather   be  
ahead   of   the   curve   than   behind   it,   and   that’s   what   we   are.    Therefore,   my   administration   is   recommending   that   all  
Americans,   including   the   young   and   healthy,   work   to   engage   in   schooling   from   home   when   possible.    Avoid   gathering   in  
groups   of   more   than   10   people.    Avoid   discretionary   travel.    And   avoid   eating   and   drinking   at   bars,   restaurants,   and   public  
food   courts.If   everyone   makes   this   change   or   these   critical   changes   and   sacrifices   now,   we   will   rally   together   as   one  
nation   and   we   will   defeat   the   virus.    And   we’re   going   to   have   a   big   celebration   all   together.With   several   weeks   of   focused  
action,   we   can   turn   the   corner   and   turn   it   quickly.    A   lot   of   progress   has   been   made.    I’m   also   pleased   to   report   today   that  
a   vaccine   candidate   has   begun   the   phase   one   clinical   trial.    This   is   one   of   the   fastest   vaccine   development   launches   in  
history.    Not   even   close.    We’re   also   racing   to   develop   antiviral   therapies   and   other   treatments.    And   we’ve   had   some  
promising   results   —   early   results,   but   promising   —   to   reduce   the   severity   and   the   duration   of   the   synd-   —   of   the  
symptoms.   And   I   have   to   say   that   our   government   is   prepared   to   do   whatever   it   takes.    Whatever   it   takes,   we’re   doing.  
We’re   doing   it   in   every   way.   And   with   that,   I’d   like   to   just   introduce   Dr.   Birx,   who’s   going   to   discuss   some   of   the   things   that  
we   strongly   recommend.   Thank   you.   
 

1. List   3   things   President   Trump   suggested   people   do   to   help   prevent   the   spread   of   the   virus.  
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________  

2. Do   you   think   the   United   States   government   is   taking   Covid-19   seriously?   Is   Trump   doing  
enough   to   help   Americans?    Explain   your   answer   using   the   RACE   strategy.   Plan   your   writing  
and   write   it   out   on   the   next   page.   
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eECiwwMJVTQ


NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
 

World   Geography   Day   14:   Government   Responses   to   Covid-19   (continued)   
R   -   Restate   the   question(s)  
A   -   Answer   the   question(s)  
C   -   Cite   3   pieces   of   evidence   from   the   text  
E   -   Explain   the   evidence   you’ve   cited.   Make   sure   it   backs   up   your   answer  
 
R   -   ___________________________________________________________________________________  
A   -   ___________________________________________________________________________________  
       ___________________________________________________________________________________  
C   -   ___________________________________________________________________________________  
      ___________________________________________________________________________________  
E   -   ___________________________________________________________________________________  
      ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
Write   out   your   answer   regarding   Trump’s   speech   in   paragraph   format   and   use   complete   sentences.   
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
 

World   Geography   Day   15:   What   Would   You   Do?   
Directions:   Pretend   you   are   the   President   of   the   United   States.   Write   a   speech   addressing   Covid-19  
and   how   YOU   would   handle   the   situation.   Include   what   Americans   should   do   to   be   safe,   how  
businesses   should   react,   and   the   economic   impact   it   will   have   (people   not   working,   etc.).   Use   your  
background   knowledge,   any   information   in   your   Covid-19   packet   from   any   subject,   and   any  
CREDIBLE   source   of   information.   
 
Dear   Fellow   Americans,   
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________  
 
Thank   you  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
Language   Arts   

Keeping   up   with   current   events,   watch   a   news   report   everyday   and   summarize   it   in   at  
least   2   paragraphs.   Use   the   5-W   (   Who,   What,Where,   When,   Why   and   How)   and  
You   may   also   illustrate   what   you   summarize.   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
April   6  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
April   7  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
 
April   8  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
April   9  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
April   10  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
Math   AMI   Day   11  

The   following   data   shows   the   number   of   Covid-19   cases   in   the   five   countries   listed  
below   as   of   Sunday,   March   22,   2020.   
Country  Total   Population  Total     COVID-19   Cases  Total   Deaths  

China  1,386,000,000  81,054  3,261  

Italy  60,480,000  59,138  5,476  

USA  330,467,000  32,356  414  

Spain  46,660,000  28,603  1,756  

Germany  82,790,000  24,852  94  

 
Use   the   table   above   to   find   the   percentage   of   people   in   each   country   who   have   been  
infected   with   COVID-19   and   the   percentage   of   people   who   have   died   from   COVID-19.  
Fill   in   the   table   below   with   the   correct   information.   
 

COUNTRY  Percent   Infected  Percent   who   have   died  

China    

Italy     

USA    

Spain     

Germany    
 

1. List   the   countries   in   order   from   least   percentage   infected   to   the   greatest   percentage  
infected.  

 
2. List   the   countries   in   order   from   least   to   greatest   death   rate   percentage.  

 
3. Are   you   able   to   make   any   conjectures   about   COVID-19   and   the   mortality   rate   of  

people   who   were   infected?  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
 

Math   AMI   Day   12  
 

 
1. Using   the   key,   what   does   the   green   line   (first   on   the   key   and   bottom   on   the   graph)   represent?  

___________________________  
2. Using   the   key,   what   does   the   orange   line   (2nd   of   the   key   and   top   on   the   graph)   represent?  

__________________________  
3. Based   on   the   graph,   give   an   estimated   number   of    New   Cases    for   each   of   the   following   days.  

Feb   15   _____   Feb   27   _____    March   12   _______   March   18   _______    March   20   _________  
4. Describe   the   trend   you   see   for    New   Recoveries .  

 
 
 
 

5.   Describe   the   trend   you   see   for    New   Cases .  
 
 
 
 

6.   What   conclusions   can   you   come   to   about   New   Recoveries   versus    New   Cases ?  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
 

Math    AMI   Day   13  
 

 
 
Above   is   an   enlarged    diagram   of   the   COVID-19.   
 

1)   Assuming   that   the   S   proteins   on   the   diagram   are   equilateral   triangles   and   each   side  
measures   5mm,   how   much   area   of   the   circle   is   exposed?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) What   percent   of   the   circle   is   exposed?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Area   Formulas:   Triangle=½   bh    Circle=𝝅   r 2    )  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
Math    AMI   Day   14  

 
 

1.   In   2019,   the   United   States   population   was   329.45   million.    Write   that   number   in   standard  
form.   __________________________________________________________________  

2. The   above   data   is   from   March   23,   2020.    Using   that   data   and   the   above   standard   form   of   the  
US   population,   find   the   following:  

a. Percentage   of   US   citizens   who   have   Coronavirus   _________________________  
b. Percentage   of   US   citizens   who   have   recovered   from   the   Coronavirus__________  

3. Using   the   given   data   above,   find   the   following:  
a. Recovery   rate   (percentage)   of   the   coronavirus___________________________  
b. Mortality   rate   (percentage)   of   the   coronavirus___________________________  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
Math    AMI   Day   15  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Use   the   table   above   to   answer   the   following   questions.  
1. Order   the   countries   in   order   from   least   to   greatest   based   on   the   number   of     total   cases .  

 
2. Find   the   mean,   median,   mode,   and   range   of   the    total   cases .  

 
Mean   _____________ Median________________    Mode   ______________   Range_________  
 

3. Find   the   MAD   of   total   cases   for   each   country.   

Country  Mean  MAD  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
OPTIONAL   LAB  

Bread   Lab  
Materials:   2   pieces   of   bread,   2   sandwich   size   bags,   gloves,   lab   sheets,   pencils  

Day   1:    Take   the   first   piece   of   bread   out   and   rub   your   hands   over   each   side   of   it,   place   this  
piece   in   a   bag   labeled   “dirty   hands”.   

Wash   your   hands   for   30   seconds   with    soap   and   warm   water,Take   the   second   piece   of   bread  
out   and   rub   your   hands   over   each   side   of   it,   place   this   piece   in   a   bag   labeled   “clean   hands”  

Directions:   Answer   the   questions   below   about   your   predictions   for   the   bread.  

1.   What   do   you   think   that   the   “clean   hand”   bread   will   look   like   on   week   5?  

  

  

  

  

2.   What   do   you   think   the   “dirty   hand”   bread   will   look   like   on   week   5?  

  

  

  

  

3.   What   will   be   the   differences   in   the   “dirty   hand”   and   “clean   hand”   bags   of   bread?  

 

 

Week   2-4:    Fill   out   the   appropriate   boxes   on   the   lab   sheet   

 

Bread   Lab  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
Directions:   Observe   the   bags   of   bread   each   day.   Record   your   observations   using   words   and  

pictures.  

Day   #   “Clean   Hand”   Bread   “Dirty   Hand”   Bread  

  

  

Week   1  

  

  

     

  

  

Week   2  

  

  

     

  

  

Week   3  

  

  

     

  

  

Week   4  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  

  

  

  

Week   5  

  

  

     

  

1.   What   does   the   “clean   hand”   bread   look   like?   (Use   descriptive   words,   draw   and   label   and  
picture)  

  

  

 

2.   What   does   the   “dirty   hand”   bread   look   like?   (Use   descriptive   words,   draw   and   label   a  
picture)  

  

  

  

 

3.   Did   your   predictions   for   the   bread   come   true?   Describe   why   or   why   not.  
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NAME   _________________________________________________   Date   _______________________  
 

Additional   ResourcesAvailable   at:  
 

Branpop.com  
Khanacademy  
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